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THE LATEST ON UNITED PIPING INC. ACTIVITIES

Are We Ready for the Future?
By Josh Purrenhage
The world is changing, and the
construction industry is not
immune to change. The opportunity has never been better to
utilize technology to improve as an
industry.
“If you’re a leader in today’s world,
whether you’re a government leader or a business leader, you have
to focus on the fact that this is the
biggest technology transition ever.
This digital era will dwarf what’s
occurred in the information era and
the value of the Internet today. As
leaders, if you don’t transform and
use this technology differently—if
you don’t reinvent yourself, change
your organization structure; if you
don’t talk about speed of innovation—you’re going to get disrupted. And it’ll be a brutal disruption,
where the majority of companies
will not exist in a meaningful way

10 to 15 years from now.” – John Chambers – Chairman
of Cisco.
The opportunity, and the potential hazard, is that the
game is going to change. Nokia produced 8 of the
10 best selling phones of all time, but today they are
already lost to memory, crushed by Apple/Android and
touch screen phones. Tesla beat everyone to market with
electric cars, and the Big 3 are trying hard to catch up. Netflix uprooted the entertainment
industry not once, but twice. Amazon halted Walmart’s steady march toward world domination and beat them into submission. All of these examples show that it is not about doing
something harder, faster, or leaner, but about doing things differently.
I know that many of you are now thinking that this wouldn’t affect construction. We dig holes
and weld pipe. I’m going to say you are wrong. We deliver skilled men and women to the
field to protect and improve this nation’s infrastructure. Don’t think technology can change
your role and improve our business? Try going a day without your iPhone, or fill out a paper
LEM from scratch sometime.
We, as an industry, spend way too much time on non-value added activities. Value added
activity is work that is producing what customers are paying for. Support activity enables the
value added work, but it does not create additional value by itself. Non-value added work
is all the time we spend putting out fires, babysitting, waiting, reworking, creating work
arounds, etc.
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This is the goal of Insight. This is our goal: create a simple, elegant, and fast business system
that allows us to deploy our forces to the field quickly and well equipped to build, repair, and
maintain our nation’s energy infrastructure.

Words from Bob
By Bob Schoneberger, President

Racing: Lillos
By Kathryn Cooley
You may be surprised to learn that
United Piping, Inc. sponsors three
local late model race cars. One of
them is driven by long time employee
Terry Lillo (pictured), another is driven
by his son Aaron Lillo, and the third
is driven by Terry’s brother Tim Lillo,
also connected to UPI. The Lillos
started out their 2016 season in May
and concluded their regular season in
August.
After the regular season ends there
are special races that they run through
October. The UPI cars are raced on
tracks in Superior, WI (AMSOIL Speedway), Hibbing, MN (Hibbing Raceway),
and Proctor, MN (Proctor Speedway).
This year’s point standings for late
models at the AMSOIL Speedway,
with 43 cars in contention, are: Terry
(3rd), Aaron (6th), and Tim (19th). If
you want to check out the other 2016
standings you can go to www.speednetdirect.com.
Be sure to check them out on a racetrack next year!

Well the slow start to our year is over, that
is for sure. We are fully up and running in
our new offices in Chicago as well as Mount
Pleasant, MI – fun stuff.   It is also really
exciting to see how we continue to add new
clients to our pallet. Since our last newsletter, we added (starting small) Wolverine
Pipeline in MI. Just some welding support
but it is all good work regardless of the size
of the project. Close discussions with CMS
Energy too on some opportunities! We appreciate every hour we work for all our clients/partners! Since the leaves are turning
in Duluth (a little bit – but they are turning)
it is that time of the year that projects usually get crammed in before the snow flies
and things become unworkable so we will
be vigilant and diligent on seeking out those
opportunities as well.
We recently were awarded a nice project out in Superior for Enbridge - the 211
Manifold upgrade and extension - and are
in discussions for another. Nice work that
will start right away and carry into next year.
We were just awarded a very nice painting
job for TCPL (ANR Pipeline) in MI. A “large”
number of sites all over Michigan that need
new paint and we have teamed with Niles
Industrial out of Fenton, MI to help us with
that. We are looking at several projects
with Nexus Pipeline as well. The compressor stations we feel are gone now but meter
stations will be out this week and pre-bid
is next week and we are invited to them. A
“bunch” of estimating time there! Several
projects also coming in from TCPL as well
so that always keeps Nate Grayson on his
estimating toes! The Cathodic Division
(Clay Vest et-al.) are really picking up steam.
CP Projects are going well.

SAFETY CORNER
By Mike Villa

Safety Committee
The Safety Committee is looking for
five new members to join the committee for the 2017 – 2018 term.
Who: Anyone who works for UPI

is the “busy” line for me (real busy is 400 if
you were wondering) so that is good. Most
all of our key people are working and that
is very important to me and the company –
taking care of those who brought us here.
Crews are working in 7 states now including
the Cathodic guys.
We are laser focused on 2017 and looking
for work to fill next year’s plate. We have
a bigger mouth to feed now and we will be
talking more about that in our December
Strategic Planning meeting to many of you.
Also, just to let you know, we have started
planning our annual Safety and Quality day
for 2017 and will have Mark Breslin back for
another leadership session the day before.
Mark got such rave reviews we felt we
needed him back for round two!
Keep it up everyone. Be vigilant about your
surroundings, diligent about your methods,
and above all, be safe!

What: A diverse group of leaders
focused on inspiring a culture of
continuous improvement in safety
by empowering people and encouraging teamwork. The Safety
Committee looks to lead the effort
to ensure ideas from the field are
translated into organization-wide
solutions. We provide necessary
resources to enable safe work
practices and proactively seek and
implement ideas to address current and future safety issues.

Safety Recognitions
In July, one of Joel Bailer’s crews was preparing
to grind on a section of pipe for our customer. The foreman, Ricky Scott, noticed that the
pipe was coated with what he suspected to be
lead-based coating. The coating was tested
by an environmental testing company and the
tests confirmed that the coating was lead based.
Going forward, it was decided that the customer
would be performing any grinding activities on
the pipe containing lead-based coating. Thank
you, Joel and Ricky, for utilizing your stop
work authority and taking the proper steps
to protect UPI’s employees!

In July, Mike Glanville’s crew started excavating
the pipeline when they uncovered a 1’’ gas line.
The 1’’ line was not marked through the one-call
process. The crew immediately stopped work
and discussed the situation with the inspector.
The customer asked the crew if they felt comfortable continuing to excavate. Mike and his crew
were not comfortable continuing until a hydro-excavator was used to verify below grade conditions. While hydro-excavating, an unmarked
storm sewer was also identified. Thank you,
Mike and crew, for stopping work, reassessing the situation, and ensuring below grade
utilities were protected!

Congratulations - Monthly Safety Crew Winners
A client recently elected a couple of our crews as two of the July and August Safety Crews.

When: Meet for two to three
hours every two months.
Where: The UPI office, if you can
make it, or via phone conference.
We would love to have you on our
team! If you are interested in participating in this committee or if you have
more questions please contact Kathryn
Cooley at kathryn.cooley@unitedpiping.us or (218) 280-8540.
Note: We will be coming out with
an updated Safety Incentive Plan
Brochure soon! Be on the look-out
for it.

July - Orvin Haugen
“Orvin and his crew have been doing an excellent job with some difficult digs. Orvin’s
site is always set up very nice (UPI has had
some of the most organized sites I’ve seen)
and execution of their digs have been very
well thought out. Keep up the GREAT work
guys!” -Nathan H.

We passed 250 on the payroll now and that

August - Trucking Team:
Scott Weems, Marie Stoye, Tom Serre, &
Tim Compton
“It was noted by an Inspector with the UPI crew that
the UPI drivers took the time to teach members of
the crews that helped them secure loads on best
practices on how to do these duties. That type of
mentoring is very helpful for learning and public
safety while on the roads.” -Bruce L.

Commercial Driver Training & Mock Vehicle Inspections
Terry LIllo, and the UPI 1 car, who
placed 3rd in the 2016 season at the
Superior, WI AMSOIL Speedway.
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In August, UPI invited an inspector
from the Minnesota State Patrol to
conduct commercial driver training
and mock vehicle inspections with
some of our CDL employees. In
attendance were most of the hydrovac
operators, semi drivers, the mechanic

Words with... H. Jackson Brown
“Live so that when your children think of fairness and integrity, they think of you.”
October 2016
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shop team, and a few others from the yard. The
three hour session consisted of some classroom
training and refreshers and some time in the
yard. All employees in attendance were engaged
and asked many great questions. Big thanks to
Greg Lind from the Minnesota State Patrol and
all UPI employees who were present.
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PROJECT UPDATES

Manifold 211 Abandonment
By Justin Nos

Line 6A EFRD Install

PLM Crews
By Chris Lillo & Jim Winklesky
Chris Lillo’s and Jim Winklesky’s crews have kept busy with a variety of projects this summer. Chris and his crew spent a week in August
at the Enbridge Floodwood Station assisting the PLM with the completion of a scraper trap modification project. Jim Winklesky and
his crew traveled to Marinesco, MI for a 3 week casing removal project on Line 5 in early September. At the Superior Tank Farm, both
crews have been assisting with the Superior Facility Inspection digs under the direction of Ron Peterson and Adam Rudebeck.

By Justin Dittmar
JT Kenville, Jorden Garay, and Dennis Dolsen have been working hard since
end of July on 3 separate EFRD installations for Enbridge on Line 6A. All 3
outages have come and gone with great success from our crews. Since the
outage crews have been downsized to manage the remaining balance of work
which includes Cathodic Protection, Electrical (B&B Electric), Structural (JR
Jensen), Insulation (Jamar), and Fencing (Dairyland Fence). Estimated project
completion should be around the end of October for all 3 sites.
Big thanks to the crews working long hours in the heat prior to the outages
to account for some unexpected bends we encountered. In addition to that
PLM mentioned multiple times the exceptional lay-out and fit-up work Mark
Thomson and his crew did to account for those bends and make the tie-in’s a
success. Thanks again to all involved.

The Manifold 211 project has officially kicked off as of
the first of August in the Superior Terminal. This project
will include installing an additional 36” pipe on the pipe
rack that we constructed back in STEP 1, installing a
shorter run of 36” pipe on the smaller pipe rack, fabbing
up tie-in spools, and then once everything new is tied in,
demoing multiple lines in the main yard of the terminal.
This project will be led up by Superintendent Rich Oswskey and Mechanical Foreman Chad Izzard. The fab shop
will be a big part of this project as well, as they will be
double-jointing our 36” pipes, installing wear sleeves,
and fabbing tie-in spools. UPI hydrovac crews will play
a big part in this project as well; UPI Hydrovac Foreman
Todd Ernst was happy to hear we got this one! I have no
doubt that this project will be another UPI success!

Joel Bailer Team
By Joel Bailer

ND Digs
By Cory Halberg

Mackinaw Station Maintenance Enhancement Project
By Ian Hassenstab
The Mackinaw Station Maintenance Enhancement Project will have drawn to a close
by the time this newsletter goes to press. Foreman Kendall Pilarski oversaw the
finishing touches to complete the work at the station, including touch-up painting
of structures, setting of a PCV building, reconstruction and insulating of the pump
house, and making significant field adjustments to site grading. While a project lasting two years can feel like a long march, it was a success thanks to the hard working
and dedicated men and women of Laborers 1098, Operators 324, and Pipeliners 798,
as well as all who travelled from other locals to pitch in. To all who participated in
this job well done, we thank you.
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To date we have 22 Digs complete
and 11 left to complete. All of the
digs on lines 84, 82, and 87 are now
complete. Since we have moved to
line 81, we have been excavating full
joints and have had a 60’ sleeve average. Scott Marshall, Mike Arneson,
Orvin Haugen, and crews have been
doing a great job!   

Cathodic Protection
By Clay Vest
The Cathodic Protection division continues to stay
busy. We currently have six CP professionals working
in Michigan, Indiana, and Illinois. The workload
continues to be ongoing with no slowdown in sight.
We are looking at obtaining more work orders and
will be looking to hire more CP techs and apprentices
to cover the growing workload. Everyone is doing
a great job and we appreciate their hard work. Big
thanks to James Lowe for taking on more responsibilities as the workload continues to grow!
October 2016

Joel Bailer and his team have been busy! (See
their new regional office photo on page 12!)
Crews have been working on finishing up punch
list items on Gate 5 including welding several
sets of walkways and pressure relief valve supports. Others have been busy painting MLV’s on
Line 6B and at the Mackinaw, Marysville, and the
Van Buren Stations. Crews have also completed
work at the St. Claire Station and have moved
onto the AC Mitigation project in Indiana.
Joel would like to give a shout out to Jason Bekkala and Wayne Davis for all the one calls they
have been assisting with – thanks gentlemen!

Projects continued page 7
Vol. 4 Issue 5
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New Employees

PROJECTS CONT’D

Employee Spotlights
New Roles

Scott Maki
Scott returned to UPI in August as the
Shop General Foreman. This role includes
leadership over all shop fabrication. Scott
formerly worked at UPI for 15 years, and
has 30+ years’ experience in the piping and
welding industry. After being gone for a
couple of years, Scott says he is very happy
to be back and is excited about his new role
with UPI. In his spare time Scott enjoys
fishing, camping, hunting, and spending
time with family. We are excited to have
you back on our team, Scott!

UPI has a Training and Development Leader now! Her name is
Lucie Stein-Cartford and she is
based out of the main office in
Duluth.
But why do we need a position like
that? What will she be doing?

Ray Janowicz
Ray Janowicz has been a mechanic with
UPI for a year as of September. He came
with 40+ years of experience and enjoys
working on tractors, lawnmowers, and
four-wheelers for his grandkids in his spare
time. “I like working for UPI and the UPI
atmosphere.” We’re glad to have you on
our team, Ray!

Mark Korte
Mark joined UPI in June of 2016 as a
mechanic in our shop. He has 20+ years
of experience as a mechanic. “From cars
to lawn mowers to tractors to skid steers,
whatever is broken he can fix it, or try to at
least.” Of UPI Mark says that he enjoys the
refreshing atmosphere. In his spare time
he likes going to the races and relaxing at
the cabin. Welcome to UPI Mark!

Matt Stuart
Matt Stuart has joined us at UPI as our
Painting and Coating Foreman and will oversee the execution of painting and coating
company-wide while working closely with
our fab shop and the field. Matt has 20+
years of experience in painting and coating.
He started out traveling all over the U.S.
rigging, coating, and sandblasting bridges,
water towers, and radio towers, and has
focused on pipeline work for the last eight
years. Matt formerly worked for Lakehead
Painting where he was a key foreman on
our STEP II project. Matt is from Duluth,
MN, graduated from Duluth East High
School, and is a strong supporter of the

community. He enjoys participating in the
continued ...>>>
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Andrew Carlson

Troy Johnson

Andrew (Tummer) Carlson lives in Duluth,
MN and comes from a large family of 10, six
boys and four girls. He enjoys 4-wheeling
when his Polaris 600 Twin is not broken. He
also enjoys the outdoors.

Troy Johnson was born and raised in Black
River Falls, Wisconsin. He has been married
to his wife Dana for 24 years and has two
children, Haylee who is 21 and attending her
third year in Winona, MN for nursing, and
Ian who is 18 and in his senior year of high
school.

Before coming to UPI, Andrew worked at
Field Logic making foam for archery targets.
Previous to that he stocked shelves at Super
One. Andrew heard from a friend (Jim Pyrlik)
that there was an opening, he applied and
was hired on the spot.
Andrew has been with UPI for 3 years and
works in the warehouse. He is responsible
for a combination of tasks, from receiving
supplies and handling inventory to sending
supplies to the many field sites. He also
helps with building the dig trailers and
stocking them, as well as assists the office
personnel with a variety of projects.
His plans for the future are to keep working
at UPI, pay his bills, and continue helping
others with their various projects. A unique
fact about Andrew is that he is an innovator
and a problem solver. His best experience
with UPI is being able to work with such
great people and enjoy all the food we have
here.

local youth hockey programs and volunteers his
time painting hockey boards for various rinks in
the area. Welcome to the team, Matt!

Troy started in 2010 with UPI as an operator,
thanks to Jeff Krueger who told him that
UPI was hiring. From there he went on to
be a foreman and then to a superintendent
in just a couple of years. Currently he is a
foreman in Illinois doing digs for BP, and it
has been a very good experience to date.
His plans for the future are to retire from UPI.
Troy’s hobbies are bow hunting, snowmobiling, and spending as much time with family
as possible. Previous to working for UPI he
worked main line for Michel’s, Price Gregory,
and Henkles and McCoy doing road bores
and tie-ins for six years. Troy’s best memories
with UPI are all the friendships he has made
while working here.

UPI VALUES:
INTEGRITY.
RESPECT.
CARING.
October 2016

Since UPI has been so successful
and grown so fast, there hasn’t
been an opportunity to take a look
at how we can provide training
and development to our people as
we move forward. Lucie’s job is to
make sure that every UPI employee
has the chance to get training that
will help them become even better
at their job, and achieve their
professional goals. This includes
everything from chain fall repair to
Clockspring installation to project
leadership to the FMI Leadership
Institute. She’ll also be keeping
track of all the training that everyone does and helping everyone
stay on top of annual requirements.
Another aspect of her job is
connecting UPI employees to the
opportunities provided by APi
Group, which include many leadership training classes and chances
to connect with people from across
the Group. This includes people
throughout UPI, by the way—not
just office and not just field, but all
of us.
The most important part of her job,
though, comes from YOU! If there
is training you want, or want for
someone else, please let her know
what it is. Her job is to make sure
that all of you have the best possible chance to be the best possible
person for your job, so feel free to
email, call, or stop by her office any
time.
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BP/Chicago Region
By Brandon Lunde
This region has seen
some phenomenal growth
over the past 3 months,
with continuous ILI (Inline
Inspection digs) and cutout work. Field Leaders
present in the project
area include Superintendent Jim Bailer and
Foremen Troy Johnson,
Heath Beckstrom, Mike
Glanville, Justin Hultquist, John Mitchell, and
Bob Humphrey.
Right now crews are
readying themselves for
setup and assisting Laney Directional Drilling with 1000’ of HDD. This particular section of pipe has
an 8” diameter and runs under a river near Springboro, OH. Heath Beckstrom is leading this portion of
work, with drilling set to begin in early October. Mike Glanville is currently scheduled to assist with
extensive facility work at BP’s Whiting Refinery. Troy Johnson has done a great job handling all the
cutout work. One cutout included a 36-hour outage – our crews were able to complete the work and
were successfully welded out in just 12 hours. Justin Hultquist is finishing up the first round of ILI work
along the Iowa/Illinois border. John Mitchell has completed about half of the Casing Corrosion digs
which were estimated and awarded through the UPI Duluth estimating department. This included a
Casing Vent project that was posing great difficulty to a different subcontractor. After three weeks of
failed attempts to locate the pipe, the subcontractor was pulled out, and John Mitchell was assigned
to the work site. Within a week, John’s crew had located the pipe and completed all necessary work.
“I want to thank the entire Field Group, the Foremen and Safety leaders, the Field Engineers, Kevin,
Brandon, Dezeray – we have received a lot of positive feedback from BP regarding our quality of work
and professionalism.” Everyone is excited about the developing relationship with BP and being able to
bring our safety culture to a new client.

STEP 2

Superior Terminal Relief Line

By Justin Nos

By Justin Nos

STEP 2 is winding down after wrapping
up a lot of work throughout the summer!
UPI mechanical crews have officially
completed our last weld and our last tie-in
(See Article titled Welded Out on page 8)!
Northland Constructors is working hard
wrapping up the final grading, while B&B
Electric and Hunt Electric take care of the
remaining electrical work on their scopes.
JR Jensen finished up the pumphouse
installation, and Lakehead Painting is
completing all of the pipe painting. Overall,
things are looking good out there! Way to
go for everyone involved!

The Relief Line project has been keeping the
corner of the Superior Terminal a busy place. UPI’s
mechanical crew, led by Nick Oetterer, has been
keeping busy working on wrapping up the relief
manifold piping installation, as well as re-piping
an NGL line to the two NGL tanks in the Tank Farm.
With some help from B&B Electric wrapping up the
wiring, Northland Constructors taking care of the
dirt-work and concrete, JR Jensen making a few
modifications to the platform, and Lakehead Painting putting on that nice paint finish, this project is
set to wrap up this fall. It won’t be long until we
can call this one a wrap and make another notch in
the win column of quality UPI projects!
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Welded Out
By Eva Meierhoff & Brent Straub
We have reached final weld completion on a mammoth terminal
project!
What was involved in this project?
This terminal expansion project began
in June 2014. At its peak, it included
over 350 people under its umbrella. The
scope of this project included:
•

•

ongoing expansion of three large
manifolds and installation of
2.2 miles of 48” tank lines and
2.18 miles of 36” transfer lines
to accommodate the addition of
2.92MM barrels of tank capacity,
the addition of 16 booster
pumps (18,760 HP) and six
mainline pump upgrades (36,000
HP at completion),

•

a substation upgrade,

•

several Electrical Switchgear
Buildings (ESB) and Variable
Frequency Drive (VFD) buildings,

•

complete steel pump house
building package to enclose all
six mainline pumps,

•

several pad mounted transformers, and

•

all other associated civil, structural, mechanical, and electrical
work.

The project provided increased access
to long-term, reliable, and economic
supplies of crude oil from expanding
production fields (such as the Bakken
formation), reducing reliance on imports
from less stable areas of the world. This
in turn provided increased flexibility in
the Midwest and beyond, which benefits
Midwestern refineries and consumers.
By optimizing the use of existing facilities, UPI and our client were able to
provide additional energy capacity to the
Midwest and surrounding areas. A 1,600
foot, 3-story galvanized structural steel
8

pipe rack was also installed on pile foundations, which is a very unique element
to a project of this scale. T he steel for
the rack was furnished by APi sister
company LeJeune Steel and amounted
to 2,000 tons of steel members and nearly 100 truck-loads. The design of a pipe
rack this large is unique in that it can
accommodate 27 (each) 36” diameter oil
lines at maximum utilization. The pipe
rack is a critical design component in
making this project successful; elevating the expansion lines allowed for the
terminal upgrade to be possible. Due to
a number of old and abandoned existing
lines located in the terminal, burying the
additional lines was not a feasible solution; elevating the pipes above grade
made for a safer and more cost efficient
project.
What challenges did this project
face?
When this phased project was originally
announced in 2012, it immediately faced
opposition on a local and regional level.
Due to sensitivity to environmental
issues, the challenges were enormous.
Once the project was under way, the international team of the owner/operator,
general contractor United Piping, Inc.,
and the engineering/design firm LHB
Engineering faced challenges ranging
from simple metric to imperial conversions during the design and engineering
phase, to cultural barriers during construction with the project management
teams. Effective communication across
the board was critical in overcoming
these project roadblocks.
Did we mention that we worked
throughout four northern Wisconsin
winters?
Project Safety
UPI went above and beyond the local,
international, and industry standards to
ensure a safe and successful project.
United Piping has one of the best safety

records in the pipeline industry with a
current Total Recordable Incident Rate
(TRIR) of just .26 and an Experience
Modification Rate (EMR) of .61. UPI had
a TRIR of 1.15 at the start of this project
in 2012; the significant decline in injuries in the years following is due largely
to the success of the project safety
programs and initiatives. The success
of UPI in reducing jobsite injuries stems
from a company culture of safety and
an expectation that each employee is
responsible for his or her personal safety
as well as for the safety of those around
them.
Project Quality
The project teams excelled at communication about the quality and construction standards throughout the project.
Geographic locations played a factor
in the robust communication, but the
quality expectations were clearly defined
from the start. The scope grew over the
course of the project to include some
additional design details that were not
a part of the original contract; however,
the quality of construction and design did
not decrease. The construction schedule
fluctuated as the project progressed, and
the Northern Wisconsin weather played
a small factor. Third-party inspections
were a key factor in maintaining the
highest quality standards set forth by
the company as well as United States
regulatory bodies.
Let’s talk numbers
This was a $160MM project that took
place over the course of 25 months.
United Piping put in nearly 500,000 manhours during this time between workers
in the field, shop, and the offices. Our
subcontractors put in an additional
350,000 man-hours, coming in for a
grand total over 850,000 man-hours. As
you can see, many UPI employees put a
great deal of time into this project. One
hourly field superintendent contributed
October 2016

5,500 hours. Several salaried project
managers, while exact project hours are
not tracked, also contributed a substantial amount of man-hours. Here are some
other fun and interesting stats:
•

Total welds: 3,370

•

Total bolt-ups: 889

•

Total bolts: more than 25,000

•

Total installed valves: 247 (no
valves less than 4” included)

•

Installed length of weld passes:
30 miles

•

Weight of weld filler: over 20
tons

•

Installed pumping power: 54,760
HP (6 Main Line units, 16 Booster Pump units)

•

Installed length of pipe: nearly
6 miles

•

Weight of steel: 582 tons (JR
Jensen and Northland Constructors)

•

Installed length of cable tray:
13,000 feet (B&B Electric)

•

Installed length of electrical
cable pulled: 459,987 feet (B&B
Electric)

•

Installed length of helical pilings:
3,000 linear feet (Northland
Constructors)

•

Total amount of concrete: 2,500
cubic yards (Northland Constructors)

•

Weight of rebar: 128 tons
(Northland Constructors)

This project has been a huge undertaking and to date the biggest project ever
awarded to UPI. Many individuals were
involved in making this a successful venture, from our workers in the field to our
office staff to all of our subcontractors.
Thank you to everyone for your time,
effort, and dedication. We should all be
truly proud of what we have achieved
here!
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Final weld of the project being completed by
Greg Sayles, Jr. and
Dan Rose.

Dustin Lunde and Greg
Sayles, Jr. putting in
the bead of the final
weld of the project.

Dan Rose grinding
the bead of the final
weld of the terminal
expansion project
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NOTICES:
EMPLOYEE DISCOUNTS
Marine General
With proof of employment (recent check
stub), receive a 30% discount on FR
Carhartt clothing and outerwear. Valid at
Duluth, MN store only.
Bear Shoe Works
Coupon available for $10.00 off any pair of
boots. Go to https://www.bearshoeworks.
com, click on PROMOTIONS, select United
Piping Inc., enter the code: upi and print
coupon. Valid in-store only at Superior, WI
location.
Red Wing Boots
With proof of employment (recent check
stub), receive a 15% discount on Red Wing
brand boots, and a 10% discount on Irish
Setter boots. Valid at Duluth, MN store
only.
Steel-toe-shoes.com
10% off order total at http://www.steeltoe-shoes.com. Select your items to order
and at checkout enter code: DISCOUNT in
the coupon box & click redeem coupon. Or
order by phone at 1-866-737-7775.
Days Inn at Miller Hill Mall
Single or 2 Queen Room
Sun - Thurs: $59 (plus tax)
Rate not available Fri - Sat.
To book, call Darren W. at
218-727-3110
Only 5 minutes from UPI.
Residence Inn Mariott - Duluth
Corporate rate agreement now through
12/31/16. Discounts vary on room type and
nights booked. Call to make reservations
and mention United Piping. Valid at Duluth,
MN location (517 W Central Entrance)
only.

UPI VISION:
ENGAGED
PROFESSIONALS
BUILDING OUR
LEGACY IN
ENERGY.

By Lucie Stein-Cartford
You probably saw the news coverage and images
of the flooding in Louisiana recently, when pretty
much the whole city of Baton Rouge was under
water, along with most
of the state. The news
outlets have moved on, but
the situation is still dire
for many, many people.
Did you know that the APi
Group of companies was
affected by this disaster?
Among the people affected
are employees of our sister
company, Classic Industrial Services, which is an
insulation and scaffolding
provider based in Baton
Rouge. Five families
suffered varying degrees of
damage to their homes and
property.

We started a fundraising campaign with the goal
of supporting our fellow APi employees at Classic
and their community as they recover from the
devastating flood. Our goal
was to raise $5,000 for our
Classic friends specifically,
and to give any funds we
raised beyond that directly to
their community—schools,
food banks, and so on. Thanks
to the incredible generosity
of people all over APi Group,
we raised $10,603! This is an
incredible amount, and it was
made possible by ordinary
people taking the time to do
something kind for people they
may not even know. Thank you
so much to all the people and
companies who donated and
spread the word!

Duluth APi Group Companies Partner to
Help Local Communities

Following
the aftermath of one of the most severe
area storms in recent history in the Duluth area,
APi Group companies, The Jamar Company, J.
Koski Company, and United Piping, Inc. collaborated and pooled resources in an effort to support
those affected. Thousands of area residents were
without power for several days which resulted
in many homes and families losing most, if not
all, of their perishable goods during the outages.
The group purchased 300 Super One gift cards
to distribute to local residents impacted by the
storm in order to help them start restocking their
food supplies.

tive and employees who were able to participate
in the distribution process received many wishes
of gratitude, hugs, thank you cards, social media
mentions, and listened to many teary-eyed
individuals telling their stories and experiences.
Though the reach was small in the spectrum of
people affected, the message of hope and community was spread.
Please see WDIO's coverage of this news event.

One week after the storm struck, the companies
coordinated with CHUM to distribute the cards at
their downtown location food pantry and housing
complex. The group also visited homes throughout Duluth's Woodland neighborhood to distribute
the gifts, many of whom had just recently been
restored power.
Recipients of the gifts were extremely apprecia-
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Community Giving

Louisiana Flood Relief - Helping Employees from
Our Sister Company Rebuild

October 2016

By Ashley Stalvig
UPI Blood Drive
In July, 24 people were able to donate
blood. Because of this, we were able
to reach up to 72 patients in our local
hospitals. Thank you for helping us
save lives!
The next blood drive is scheduled for
Wednesday, October 19. If you would
like to schedule a time to donate,
please contact JoAnn at joann.tenpas@unitedpiping.us.
As always, a big thank you to JoAnn
for coordinating our quarterly giving.

Courage Kenny Shoot for Fun
UPI and several APi Group companies
have been long time supporters of the
annual Shoot for Fun. Shoot for Fun
raises funds for the Courage Kenny Rehabilitation Institute, which helps people with disabilities, injuries, or complex medical conditions achieve health
and wellness and maximize their
quality of life. The 2016 event was a
huge success and raised $168,000 for
local adaptive sports and recreation
programs! Thank you to all volunteers,
donors, raffle ticket purchasers, and
event participants. Thanks to you, UPI
was able to be more involved this year
than ever before.

Gnat Warfare
In July, UPI hosted its 2nd Annual Gnat Warfare
event supporting the Northern Lights Foundation,
which addresses needs and wishes of Northland
children with life-threatening illnesses. Gnat
Warfare is a sporting clay event and fundraiser
that features explosive drones as targets. This
year’s event was made up of 80 shooters (16
teams) and was held over two days. Throughout
both days, only one drone escaped unscathed.
The event raised $16,500 for the Northern Lights
Foundation. A special thanks goes out to our
many sponsors and participants and especially
to the many volunteers who made this event
possible.
Watch for more details on next year’s event - it’s
sure to be a blast!

Steer Purchase & Donation
This marks the third year in a row that Superintendent Rich Oswskey has
coordinated the purchase of a steer from the Livestock Auction at the
Douglas County (WI) fair. This year’s steer was purchased from Chloe
Moen from Patzau, WI.The purchase of the livestock supports both the
youth selling the animal with their participation in the association, and
a local food shelf where the meat is donated each year. The steer was
butchered and the wrapped hamburger was donated to the Faith United
Methodist Church’s Food Pantry in Superior, WI. The service provides
food for up to 65 households a week. Nice work, Rich!

Recent Causes
Supported
• Boy Scouts of America
• Woodland Hills
• United Way (Enbridge & APi Group
Campaigns)
• Jared Allen’s Homes for Wounded
Warriors
• Starved Rock Regional Center for
Therapy and Child Development (IL)
• Alzheimers Association
• Lupus Foundation of MN
• Louisiana Flooding & Classic Industrial Services Employees Rebuild
& Recover Fund (see page 10)
• Duluth East High School Yearbook
Vol. 4 Issue 5
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Stay Connected with UPI & Piping Hot News!
Submit Your Ideas

Piping Hot News is also an e-newsletter. To sign up go to: http://bit.ly/1zMLgE8 or you can text UPINEWS to
22828.

We want to hear from you about
what you would like to see us cover,
highlight, and feature in our upcoming
issues. Suggestions, ideas, stories,
and photos can be submitted to
ashley.stalvig@unitedpiping.us.

To scan the codes below, download a QR Code Scanner on your smart phone or tablet. Then use the app to scan the
code with your camera. It will bring you to the website or program linked to the scanned code. Check them all out!

FACEBOOK

LINKEDIN

UPI WEBSITE

eNEWSLETTER

Cooking with Jerry
Perfect for a Football Game!

Chili-dog Chili
¼ cup oil
2 lbs ground beef (or, use ½
ground pork)
2 medium garlic cloves, minced
¼ cup tomato paste
1 onion, finely chopped
2 cups beef broth
5T. chili powder
6T. corn meal or masa harina
2 t. sugar
2 t. salt
1 t. ground cumin
2 bay leaves
Heat oil and sauté garlic and onion until light golden, about 8 minutes. Add
chili powder, sugar, and cumin. Sauté,
stirring constantly, for 2 minutes. Add
meat and stir until evenly browned.
Stir in remaining ingredients, reduce
heat to low, and simmer until very
thick but still slightly fluid, 15-20
minutes. Discard bay leaves.
Makes about 20 servings on chili
dogs, 4-6 alone.
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Save the Dates
• January 5, 2017
-Foreman Training
• January 6, 2017
-Annual Safety
Day
-UPI Christmas
Party

New Regional Office:
Mt. Pleasant, MI

4510 AIRPORT ROAD, DULUTH, MN 55811
WWW.UNITEDPIPING.US
P: 218-727-7676
NEWSLETTER SUBMISSIONS:
E: ashley.stalvig@unitedpiping.us
P: 218-461-3615 (OFFICE)
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